FACTS AND FIGURES

7,000+ STUDENTS

700+ FOREIGN STUDENTS

90+ PROFESSORS AND VISITING PROFESSORS

49 RESEARCHERS

2 RESEARCH CENTERS

4 BACHELOR DEGREE PROGRAMMES

6 MASTER OF SCIENCE PROGRAMMES

27 MASTER PROGRAMMES (POST DEGREE)

4 PhD PROGRAMMES

250+ INTERNSHIPS PER YEAR

82% PLACEMENT - 1 YEAR AFTER DEGREE

140+ PARTNER UNIVERSITIES WORLDWIDE
The School of Economics - University of Rome Tor Vergata, established in 1987, is committed to excellence in research and teaching, as witnessed by the research awards and has been worldwide recognized for its high quality standards.

More than **7,000 italian and foreign students** are enrolled in different programmes, taught in Italian or in English.

An **international environment**, high teaching standards, applied courses and placement support is what underlies our winning formula.

The restricted access to our courses guarantees a direct interaction between professors and students.

Dean of the School of Economics  
Prof. Gianluca Cubadda

*The teaching staff, mostly composed by professors and teaching assistants and many PhD students, visiting professors and experts from the business world, is highly qualified and shows a long track record of teaching experience and publications in international journals as well as consolidated international reputation.*
**ORGANIZATION**

*Tor Vergata School of Economics is organized in two Departments*

**DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS AND FINANCE**

*Director: Prof. Fabrizio Mattesini*

The Department offers Undergraduate, Master of Science, Master and PhD level programmes in the fields of Economics and Finance. Programmes aim at preparing students for a successful career in the financial markets, the national and international institutions, as well as the academia. According to some of the most important national (VQR) and international (RePEc, QS) rankings, the DEF is amongst the leading departments in the fields of Economics, Finance and Statistics. The Department is devoted to promote high-quality research, seminars and conference activities, with the aim of contributing to the national and international policy debate.

*Economic Theory | Applied Economics | Econometrics
  Economic History | Economic Statistics | Mathematical Finance*

**DEPARTMENT OF MANAGEMENT AND LAW**

*Director: Prof. Maria Cristina Cataudella*

The Department offers programmes which are jointly developed with Companies and Associations, hosting entrepreneurs and managers from leading Management Consulting Firms and International Companies. Furthermore students are given the opportunity to get professional certifications such as SAP and ISIPM–Project Management. The strong focus on international markets provides necessary tools to understand and face the global dynamic competitiveness. The courses help students in building a strong and internationally-open career path in a dynamic learning environment.

*Business Management | Business Organisation | Accounting Marketing | Banking | Finance | Sustainable Development
  Private Law | Public Law | Commercial Law
  Labor Law | Financial Law | Tax Law*
The Tor Vergata University Economics Foundation (FUET) established in 2008, adopts an interdisciplinary approach, with an international focus, analyzing governance issues, factors of economic policies, technology transfer and national and international institutions from an economic perspective.

**The mission:**
- facilitate the cooperation among Universities, Firms and Institutions;
- support innovation, growth and competitive processes of the Italian and European systems through integrated activities of economic, financial, technological and institutional relevance;
- promote technological and innovation transfer from academic research toward Firms and Public Institutions;
- research projects and training activities.

President: Prof. Luigi Paganetto

---

The Center for Economic and International studies (CEIS) was established by the University of Rome Tor Vergata in 1987 and is an internationally recognized economic research center within the University.

**The mission:**
- to conduct high quality policy-relevant research on economic issues that call for innovative and impact-oriented responses from the academic community;
- to promote advanced training in key areas of economics thus empowering graduate students to forge ahead and succeed in the field of economics and other professionals to expand their potentials for career opportunities.

The research activity is published (and publicly available) through the CEIS research Paper series or through the publication of special reports and journals. According to REPEC, the Center belongs to the top 5% of the world ranking of Economic Research Centers and Universities and is one of the first within the Italian research centers.

CEIS’ main activities are policy oriented economic research, academic and professional training, consulting services and technical assistance to private and public institutions, publishing activities, conferences and seminars.

Director: Prof. Furio Camillo Rosati
ITALIAN-TAUGHT COURSES

Economics and Finance
The Bachelor’s Degree in Economics and Finance provides a thorough grounding in economics and finance. The programme examines issues central to the real world: how the economy and financial institutions behave, and how resources are allocated and coordinated.

Economics and Management
The Course in Economics and Management prepares students for a professional career in the fields of Business Administration and Management, Auditing and Accounting and Company Law. The programme provides essential tools to understand markets, business behaviour, process management and control in economic environments.

ENGLISH- TAUGHT COURSES

Business Administration & Economics
The Bachelor Programme is an interdepartmental degree course that provides the competencies and the conceptual and methodological tools useful to cope with the complexity of a global economy. The programme presents a multidisciplinary approach, dealing with concepts and models from Management, Economics, Finance and Quantitative Methods.

Global Governance
A highly interdisciplinary Bachelor of Arts in Political Sciences, this three-year degree enables students from all over the world to understand and learn to master emerging global challenges. Dynamic teaching methods, social skills acquisition and teamwork characterize the student-oriented Global Governance environment.
ITALIAN-TAUGHT COURSES

Economics and Finance
The Master of Science Programme in Financial Markets and Financial Intermediation aims to develop high skilled students in the field of economics, financial markets, quantitative finance and financial intermediation to work in an international context.

Economics and Management
The Master of Science Programme in Economics and Management is designed for high profile students who want to operate in the fields of business and institutional management.

ENGLISH-TAUGHT COURSES

Business Administration
The Master of Science in Business Administration is a two-year programme internationally open, practice-oriented and job-market driven. MSc provides for a solid management background allowing students to choose from 6 different areas of specialization representing different fields of expertise.

Economics
The MSc is a programme of scientific excellence; it offers training for a career as professional economist in government, central banking, international organizations or private sector firms such as economic consultancies. The advanced and quantitative nature of the programme also serves as an excellent foundation for PhD programmes.

European Economy and Business Law
The Master of Science in EEBL is an interdisciplinary Programme in Economics, Law and Business with focus on European and international institutions. It aims to meet the demand for experts in public administration and transnational bodies operating at a global level, as well as in private companies and businesses.

Finance and Banking
The Master of Science in Finance and Banking is a programme designed to offer the theoretical and analytical skills for a successful career in the worldwide finance industry as well as in the international institutions as a financial economist.
POST GRADUATE PROGRAMMES

Post-Ba Professional Masters
TAUGHT IN ITALIAN
Accounting, Analysis, Administration
Disability and Diversity Management
Economics of Culture: Policy, Government and Management
Economics and Management of Tourist and Cultural Activities
Management, Economics and Social Innovation
Management and Technique in Transportation and Logistics
Marketing and Sport Management
Real Estate Economics and Management
Social Doctrine of the Church for Economic and Social Development

TAUGHT IN ITALIAN/ENGLISH
Economics, Communication and Media Management

Post-MSc Professional Masters
TAUGHT IN ITALIAN
Accountability Innovation Sustainability
Anticorruption
Antitrust and Markets Regulation
Customer Experience and Social Media Analytics
Development Economics and International Cooperation
Digital competences in data protection, cybersecurity and privacy
Economics and European Planning on Sustainable Territorial Development
Economics, Law and Intercultural Migration
Executive Master in Business Administration
Foreign Trade and Internationalization of Companies
Healthcare Economics and Management
Procurement Management
Public Administration Innovation and Management

TAUGHT IN ENGLISH
Big Data in Business
Development Economics and International Cooperation Economics
Public Procurement Management

PhD Programmes
TAUGHT IN ITALIAN
Contract Service and Market Theory

TAUGHT IN ENGLISH
Economics, Law and Institutions
Economics and Finance Management
Services and facilities have been conceived in order to satisfy the students’ needs: work, study, meet and relate with professors and classmates.

“VILFREDO PARETO” LIBRARY

Established in 1991, the Vilfredo Pareto Library is specialized in the traditional disciplines of the School of Economics: economics, business, law, statistics and math.

IT SERVICE & COMPUTER CENTER

IT Service provides an active assistance to students and professors. Dataset as well as software facilities are provided to all students for empirical analysis.

3 computer laboratories
100+ workstations
free Wi-Fi connection

DESK IMPRESE

A dedicated placement service for students and graduates.

400+ partner firms and institutions
250+ selected internships per year
250+ selected job opportunities
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS OFFICE

The Office manages ERASMUS+ programme, Overseas students and Double Degrees.

400+ student mobility Scholarships
120+ partner Universities

LANGUAGE LABORATORY

The Language Lab offers a combination of a classic type of audio-active-comparative language laboratory and a library in order to promote self-learning of Italian, English, French, German, Spanish and other languages.

Campus life takes place in a stimulating and dynamic environment, between lecture rooms, study rooms, conference rooms, cafeteria and common areas.
The School of Economics offers students the opportunity to benefit from international high-level academic experiences, education and training promoting double degrees, international mobility, joint research programmes and scholarships with a strategic network composed of more than 140 partner universities worldwide.
ASviS - SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

In order to outline the strategies necessary for the development of a “positive university”, the University of Rome Tor Vergata embraces the United Nations Development Global Strategy implemented in 2015 and the Sustainable Development Goals, thus making it the heart of its own mission and institutional vision. Within this framework, together with ASviS (the Italian Alliance for Sustainable Development), the University takes a concrete action in offering its important contribution to the challenge set by the Agenda of 2030: to promote a sustainable global development on the economic, social, environmental and institutional level.

website: https://www.asvis.it
Financial Support
The University of Rome Tor Vergata provides its students with over 22 annually scholarships, grants and awards for financial support. The details are available on the website.

Digital services
There are several student-oriented digital services which foster their relations with the University, including free wi-fi and computer access.

Library System and Services
Each school is equipped with its own library, offering Tor Vergata students a free access to soft and hard copies.

Housing
Tor Vergata offers around 1,500 housing solutions including:

- Laziodisu
- Campus X
- Fondazione Rui

Shuttle Bus
Two free shuttle buses are available for Tor Vergata community: one connects Tor Vergata railway station to the University buildings and the University buildings to each other.

Sport & CUS Tor Vergata
Sports facilities consist of two futsal soccer fields, a tennis court, a basketball court and a volleyball court. They integrate with a number of private sports centre which are University partners in order to offer a range of sports disciplines.